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The coincident-current magnetic-core memor,y was suggested in 
1949 b.1 Jay W. Forresterl as a reliable" random-access storage medium. 
Development o:f the :first working memory of this type, for the Memory 
Test Computer at M.I.To, established conclusively the superiority of 
such a manory over competitive systems and paved the way :for others to 
exploit the new device. . 

The coincident-current memor,y uses two properties of ferro
magnetic mateI."ials2, (Fig. 1) non-linearity and remanence,. to perform 
the basic functions, selection and storage, required of a multiple
register memory. As shown in Fig. 2, each core in an array lies at 
the--futersection of a unique set of x, y, and z coordinate wires.. The 
remanent-flux state of a given core determines whether it holds a ONE 
or a ZERO~ S:imultaneous half-amplitude current excitations on one of 
each set o:f x and y lines cause a single core in each z or digi f, plane 
to 'receive full, switching current. while all other cores in the plane 
rema:iil essentially unchanged. If the core holds a ONE, a large voltage 
is induced on a sense winding .Which links all the cores in a digit 
plane; a ZERO produces a small output. In order to wite into the core" 
cu~ents opposite in direction to the originaJ. excitations are supplied, 
and tne core is switched back to the ONE state.. If a ZERO is to be 
written into a~ digit plane, a half-amplitude pulse in,the read direc
tion is-also applied during write time on the appropriate digit winding; 
thus, the core is prevented from switching to the 'ONE state. 

Two important characteristics o:f this system are~ 

1. An entire row and column in each digit plane are 
"half-driven," producing small, spurious outputs 
<=>n -thesensew.i.nding which tend to mask the signal 
from the selected coreD 

2. Switching time of the core is :fixed by the knee of 
the hysteresis loop of the material since this estab-' 
lishes the allowable current excitations on the co
ordinate lineso 

This document is issued for internal distribatioD and use only by and for Lin
colD Laboratory persoDDel. It should Dot be given or shown to any other in
dividuals or gro~p8 without express authorizatiOD. It may ~ot be reprocluced' 
in whole or In part without permission in writiug from Lincoln Laboratory. 
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These are the two outstanding limitations on the coincident
current memory.. '!he first tends to l:imit the size of the array from 
which a signal can be easily det'ected and places fine restrictions on 
core uniformity.. The second limits the speed of operation which de
pends on the switching time of the core.. It has been found exper~
mentally that the product of switching time and net field applied to 
the core is approximately a constant, ~, (called the switching 
coefficient) for a given materia130 The governing equation is: 

Sw = (H-HO) T 

where T is switching time, H is applied field)! and HO is an intercept 
value usually related to the knee of the loop.. The restrictions on 
current range impose a corresponding restriction on memory qycle time, 
or the time between successive memory accesseso 

. These two limitations are the price paid far performing both 
selection and storage functions in a single core. 

EOCternal Selection 

A system has been developed4 which essentially assigns the 
performance of these two functions to separate cores and thereb,y 
overcome the restrictions mentioned aboveQ A similar s.ystem has been 
pr"oposed ;i,ndependently by Dro Ro J. Slutz of the National Bureau of 
Standards!:>. 

Consider the problem of using switch cores in a magnetic
core memory to perform the selection function completely externa:l to 
the memory cores themselves.. Such a selection s.ystem must be capable 
of sUbjecting any memory core in a selected register to either of two 
qycles: 

Read, Write ZERO (R-WO) 
or Read, Write ONE (R-Wl) 

Without exciting any other cores in the arrayo (A ZERO and a ONE 
are stored in the usual manner as shown on the hysteresis loop of 
Fig. 10 ) For cycle R-WO' it is only necessary to have a sequence 
wliichbegins and ends with a current pulse of positive polarity. 
For the R~Wl cycley 'all that is required is that, the first pulse 
be positive and the last negative. These two cycles are shown in 
Fig. 3. Note that a switch core must always be reset to its original 
flux state befor e the start of a new cycle, that is, its output will 
always be symmetrical and made up of two oppositely poled pulses" This is 
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·idea];.· for .the R=Wl cycle sirice.itcan be performed by a' single switch core .. 
The R-Wo cycle cannot come from a single 'core, however" but can be 
produced by the combination of two switch-core outputs (A and B, 
Fig .. 4).. The two cycles thus obtained are shown in Fig .. 4 .. 

The A and B drives are shown-overlapped for min:imum time, 
yielding a three-beat cycle.. It is evident from above that the minimum 
number of switch cores needed is one per register to supply output A 
(each core in the tegister receives. it) and one core per bit to supply 
output B (each core mayor may not receive thisp dependingon whether 
a . ONE or a ZERO is being written).. A winding through all the B cores of 
a. given digit plane can be used to provide an inhibit current which 
prevents output B when a ONE is to be written,,' Although only one A core 
is-'theoretically required per register" the system described here uses 
one per bit, thus making the cell asymmetrical three-core unit (Fig.. 5) 
for ease of construction and to el:iminate the large size core needed to 
drive an entire register .. 

. The switch cores are all biased by a negative current.. A two 
dimensional system of-eXcitations switches a single core while only 
driving other switch cores in the plane along the saturated portion of 
the hysteresiS loop.. The output currents from these partially-selected 
switch cores are the only excitations passed on to non-selected memo~ 
cores .. 

~ a complete separation of switching and memory functions, 
the cores are no longer restricted by the critical requirements on 
driving currents and hysteresis-loop squareness imposed by coincident
current operatione The hysteresis loop required for a coincident-cur
rent memory is shown in Fig .. 10 Ideally, the loops required for switch 
and memory cores in the proposed system could be as shoWn in Fig .. 6. 
The main requirement of the switch core is that it be saturable; of 
the memorY cores that it have two distinct remanent-flux states.. The 
poorer the saturability of the switch core the greater the partial
select e:x;citations the memory core must withstand without changing flux 
stateo 

~erimental. Results 

In order to determine the feasibility of this system and to 
measure its operating characteristics, a series of experiments was per-

'f'ormedon iridividual. three-core cells .. These were aimed at seeing how 
operation was affected by variations in the flux ratio between switch 
and memory cores, coupling=loop impedancej) input current,9 pulse t:iming" 
and core rna terialo 

Exper:iments6 indicate that for best operation the switch core 
shoUld have at least 6 times as much flux as the memory core, and the 
coupling loop between the two cores should be resistive. Scope photo
graphs fora cell incorporating these principles are shown in Fig. 7 .. 
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Figs. 7a and b show typical voitage outputs for the two switch cores 
when ONEs and ZEROs are being .stored alternately. Fig. 7c shows the 
memor,y-core outputs for a ONE and a ZERO superposed.. Ideally, the 
switch" core should contain" just sufficient flux to support the volt-
age" drop in both the coupling loop and the memory core. Coup ling-
loop resistance must be large enough so that the inductive time con.., 
stant of the switch-core secondary is short thus making it possible 
to squeeze the pulses close togethergIt cannot, of course, be made 
larger without limit" otherwise insufficient secondary current will 
be supplied to switch the memory coreo Fig 0 8 shows ONE and ZERO 
outputs superposed for each of three improper designs. In Fig. 8a, 
the switch core has insufficient flux and does not completely switch 
the memory c ore. In Fig. 8b, the coupling loop has no added re
sistance, and the current pulses decay slowly making it impossible to 
run the pulses close together.. (The cell operates perfectly if pulses 
are spaced further apart giving an overall cycle time of 3 microseconds.) 
In Fig. 8cs too much resistance has been added to the loop, limiting 
secondary current so that the memory core does not switch fully. In 
all three cases it is almost impossible to distinguish between a ONE 
and ZERO. 

In experimenting with various core materials, it was found 
that a wide range could be made to work satisfactorilyo The best re
sUlts were obtaineds of course, for materials having the squarest 
loops. Here it was possible to obtain a ONE-to-ZERO ratio of about 15 
to 1.9 ONE=to=half-select. ratio of 250 to 1, and a complete cycle time 
of 0.4 microsecondo (Voltage ratios are for peak values~) As in 
coincident-current memories, a canceling sense winding min:imizes the 
effects of partially selected outputs. For such a winding the 
difference between partial-select outputs for a core hqlding a ONE and 
for a core holding a ZERO becomes the significant factor. For the cell 
tested, this difference was too small to measure accurately. 

Memory Criteria 

The memory system described above is only one of a very large 
number which uses the magnetic core as its basic element. Any en
gineering design which attempts to translate this into a practical 
working device might well use the follorf.Ung criteria to measure and 
evaluate various systems8 

10 Reliability, which is most easily estimated by 
tube count and margins; 

2.. Size (number of registers x number of places :: 
number of bits); 

3.. Cycle tme, the minimum time between successive 
readouts; 
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4.. Cost$! mainly determined by core specifications" 
and quantity, wiring complexity, and tube count. 

Design Considerations 

'!'he principal disadvantages of the three-core-cell memory 
lie in the increased complexity of construction and the large number 
of cores which are used.. The construction difficulties arise primarily 
from the snall coupling loops linking each memory core to its two 
switch cores.. ·Such problems tend to increase core interspacing. As 
a result, it is felt that this type of system will be most useful in 
memories of relatively small size, up to a few thousand registerso 
Since the problem of half-select noise in coincident-current memories 
is not too Significant . in these small sizes, one of the .principal. 
adv:antages of the three':'core system is wasted ... It would seem that 
the greatest advance could be made by concentrating on, speedier cycle 
tifuesas the main goal. for the system ~ince - ideally ~ ~here is no 
upper limit to the excita.tions Which can be applied to the cores: .. ' 
The princlpal problem is' that the h!i;gh ,cUrrentS' needed here mean 
more tubes; also, faster switching times mean larger back voltages 
from cores (possibly counterbalanced by a reduction influx through a 
change in core size and/or material) .. 

The power generated in the core goes up as the square of the 
speed.. This is because the energy required per cycle to switch a cora 
is roughly proportioned to the inverse switching tiine, and the· number 
o.rcycles possible per second increases at about :t'he same rate. The 
heat generated in the core because of this power loss can have a 
serious effect on the pulse response of ferrite materialso Forttmately, 
there' is a wide range of core characteristics over which this system 
should work weli so that system operation ought not to be too sensi
tive to heating at these high speeds. 

Probably the.most :important single criterion for choosing 
c()res for this system is a low value of the switching coefficient Sw, 
which jjnplies relatively. low driving currents fora given" speed of 
operation and low power loss with consequently reduced heating .. 

Prelimiriary Design of Plane 

Successful experimentation with· three-core cells bas led to 
a prel:iminary design for a single 16 x 16 plane (Figo9)o This plane 
Will use novel c6nstructionmethods to overcome the wiring complexities 
inherent-·in· the system.. The switch cores (both A and B) are all on one 
side of a single boardo The memory 'core is on the other side suspended 
between two lugs on a piece of buso The resistance wire, which forms 
the smail coupling loops when connected to the lugs, is wound on in 
continuous lengthS rather than being handled in small sep arate pieces .. 
The grid of driving lines is wired on the switch cores in much the sane 
way as in a conventional coincident-current memory .. 
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The switch cores to be used in this plane will be 80 mils 
OoD., 50 mUs IoD .. ", 30 mils height, or about one-and-one-half times 
the· size of the memory core used in the Memory Test Computero The 
memory core will be about one-sixth the si~e of the switch core. 
At present, there is no simple way to fabricate such a small core. 
For this experimental plane, the simple expedient of boiling down 
larger cores in acid will be usedo The plane will be designed to 
operate with a complete cycle t:i.me of less than I microsecond. It 
is felt that this is fast enough to be a worthwhile goal without 
entailing too many complications in the associated electronics. The 
core material will be an experimental mixture provided by the General 
Ceramics Company. The memory core signals should be of the order of 
0.,2 or 0 .. 3 volt.. It is hoped that the driving currents required will 
be no higher than about 2 amperes. 

The long-raJ.ge practicality of this type of memory system 
depends largely on the ability of al ternative devices to do the same 
job.. At the present t:ime, the coincident-current memory seems to be 
the only other system which offers the possibility of operating with;" 
in the range of l~microsecond cycle t:i.me. ·This would require the use 
of a high-coercive-force material Which~still maintains the requisite 
hYsteresis-loop squareness at high pulse rates. . The development of 
SUch materials is, in any case, a wo:ethwhile goal along with the long
range problem of reducing Sw (and,· therefore, power requirements) for 
memory materials in general .. 

JR/dg 

Drawings: A-61950 
A-58815 
A-61951 
A-61952 
A~61953 
A-61954 
A-61997 
A-61998 
A-6195, 
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